ANNUAL REPORT OF WEATHERHEAD CENTER PUBLICATIONS

two thousand two — two thousand three

two thousand three — two thousand four
THE CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS WAS FOUNDED IN 1958. In the spring of 1998 it was renamed the Weatherhead Center for International Affairs in gratitude for the magnificent endowment established by Albert and Celia Weatherhead and the Weatherhead Foundation.

The Center is the largest international research center in the social sciences within Harvard University’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences. The core interests of the Weatherhead Center are broadly defined to encompass research on international, transnational, and comparative topics (both contemporary and historical) and include rigorous policy analysis as well as the study of specific countries and regions besides the United States.

The Center is structured to encourage the highest practical level of personal and intellectual interaction among a diverse community of scholars and practitioners. It is distinctive in its recognition that knowledge is a product not only of individual academic research, but also of vigorous, sustained intellectual dialogue among scholars and nonacademic experts. To stimulate this dialogue, the Center sponsors an array of seminars, research programs, workshops, and conferences. These activities encourage interaction among resident affiliates and involve a wide variety of scholars, government and military officials, corporate executives, and practitioners from around the world. The Center houses over a dozen professors, several-dozen graduate students and postdoctoral fellows, nearly two-dozen Fellows, and many visiting scholars, associate, and staff.

The Weatherhead Center is composed of diverse research communities, including faculty from all ranks, graduate and undergraduate students principally at the dissertation or senior thesis stages, visiting scholars, and nonacademic Fellows. The faculty and students come from all the social science departments, and nearly all schools of the University. It is part of the Center’s mission to support and connect work conducted throughout the University on the affairs of other countries and cultures.

Faculty research defines the fundamental activities of the Center and orient its priorities. The specific research activities and programs of the Center respond to faculty initiative, and they change as faculty and research priorities shift. The Center, therefore, is structured to maximize a capacity for responding, flexibly and swiftly, to scholarly initiative.

The Weatherhead Center supports the research, houses, and helps finance the work of graduate students from various schools of the University. The Center awards many grants to undergraduates for conducting field research in various countries for senior theses. The results of Center research are made available to the public policy community through books, working papers, articles, reports, seminars and lectures, and through the personal participation of Center members in policy planning and decision-making in governments and institutions outside the University.

A faculty director who is assisted by an executive director heads the Center. An executive committee, primarily composed of senior Harvard faculty involved in Center-sponsored programs, provides guidance on matters of substance and policy. Professor Jorge I. Domínguez, Clarence Dillon Professor of International Affairs, is the Center director. James A. Cooney is the executive director.

Academic year 2001–02 was the Center’s last at Coolidge Hall, 1737 Cambridge Street, Cambridge. On June 12, 2002, the Center’s doors re-opened at its new home, 1033 Massachusetts Avenue, on the Harvard University campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts. We expect to move yet again, during the latter part of academic year 2004–05, to new facilities to be built approximately on the site of Coolidge Hall.
THE CENTER SPONSORS MYRIAD SEMINARS, LECTURES, PROGRAMS AND CONFERENCES that involve resident affiliates, a variety of international scholars, government officials, and representatives of the private sector. The results of Center research are made available to the public and to the policymaking community through the print and web publication of the Centerpiece tri-annual newsletter, conference reports, and the Center’s Working Paper Series, which publishes up to ten papers annually. Papers are selected for publication based on their relevance to contemporary issues in international affairs, originality of research, rigor of analysis, and significance of conclusions.

WORKING PAPERS

04-02 Richard N. Cooper, “Is ‘Economic Power’ a Useful Operational Concept?”
04-01 Jeffrey A. Frankel, “The UK Decision to Leave EMU: Implications of Currency Blocs for Trade and Business Cycle Correlations”
03-03 Assaf Moghadam, “A Global Resurgence of Religion?”
03-02 Jeffrey A. Frankel, “The Environment and Globalization”
02-07 Jeffrey Frankel and Ayako Saiki, “A Proposal to Anchor Monetary Policy by the Price of the Export Commodity”

WORKS BY CENTER AFFILIATES

Principal publications for the 2001-2003 academic years.


—. "South Korea: How to Keep the Miracle Going." Business Week, June 9, 2003, 28.


Cooper, Richard N. "Chapter 11 for Countries?" Foreign Affairs 81 (July/August 2002): 90-103.


**Helmke, Gretchen**. “Checks and Balances By Other Means: Strategic Defection and Argentina’s Supreme Court in the 1990s.” *Comparative Politics* 35, no.2 (January 2003): 213-229.


**Herrera, Yoshiko M.** Review of *Russia’s Stillborn Democracy? From Gorbachev to Yeltsin*, by Graeme Gill and Roger D. Markwick. *Journal of Cold War Studies* 4, no. 3 (Summer 2002).


—. “Arenas for a Transnational Anthropology of Islamic Authority.” Paper presented in absentia at SSRC workshop on Global Production of Islamic Knowledge and Authority, Cairo, March, 2003.


—. “America Alone in the World.” *The American Prospect* 13, no. 17 (September 23, 2002).


—. “Jianlun guoji zuzhi dui guojia xinwei de yingxiang” [A sketch of theoretical research on the impact of international institutions on the behavior of states], *Shijie jingji yu zhengzhi [World economics and politics]*, no. 12 (2002).


—. “Tony Blair has Missed his Chance to Lead Europe.” Financial Times, April 1, 2004.
Levitsky, Steven and Katrina Burgess. “Explaining Populist Party Adaptation in Latin America: Environmental and Organizational Determinants of Party Change in Argentina, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela.” Comparative Political Studies 36, no. 8 (October 2003): 859-880.
—. “Iraq, the United States, and the Future of the International System.” Centerpiece, 16, 3 (Fall, 2002).
MacFarquhar, Roderick.


Paarlberg, Robert, and Joel I. Cohen. “Explaining Restricted Approval and Availability of GM Crops in Developing Countries.” AgBiotechnology, ABN 097, (October 2002).


—. “Democracy’s Turkish Test.” Los Angeles Times, September 1, 2002.


—. “Allegations of Corruption in the U.N. Oil-for-Food Program: How Could this Have Happened?” UNA-USA Policy Brief, no. 3 (June 2004).


Shaw, Helen. “The Iraq War was a Ratings War for the U.S. TV Giants: Serious Journalism was its Main Casualty.” The Irish Times, May 14, 2003.


Spar, Debora L., and Briana Huntsberger. “Midwives, Witches, and Quacks: The Business of Birth Control in the pre-Pill Era.” No. 04-049


Szporluk, Roman. “Warum die Ukrainer Ukrainer sind?” [Why the Ukrainians are Ukrainians?] Transit, no. 23 (Winter 2002).


——. “Differential Demographic Growth in Multinational States: The Case of Israel’s Two-Front War.” Review of International Affairs 56, no. 1 (Fall 2002).


Williamson, Jeffrey G., and Timothy J. Hatton.  

Williamson, Jeffrey G., and Michael A. Clemens.  

2001–2002 Visiting Committee

Alan G. Quasha
(Chairman) president, Quadrant Management, Inc.
Frank Boas
Attorney
A. Kim Campbell
Chair, Council of Women World Leaders, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
Gurcharan Das
Chairman of the Board, Citibank–India
Michael W. Doyle
Edward S. Sanford Professor of Politics and International Affairs, Princeton University
Donald J. Gogel
Co-President, Clayton, Dublier & Rice, Inc.
Helga Haftendorn
University Professor, Freie Universität Berlin
Diego Hidalgo
President, FRIDE
Robert Jervis
Adlai E. Stephenson Professor of International Relations Institute of War and Peace Studies, Columbia University
Karl Kaiser
Otto-Wolff-Direktor, Forschungsinstutit der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Auswärtige Politik e.V.
Pierre Keller
Former partner, Lombard Odier & Cie.
Robert O. Keohane
James B. Duke Professor of Political Science Duke University
Ira Kukin
Chairman of the Board, Apollo Technologies International Corporation
Yukio Matsuyama
Honorary chairperson, Editorial Board, *The Asahi Shimbum*
David E. Moore
Chairman and Editorial Director, *International Business Magazine*
Hassen Nemazee
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Nemazee Capitol Corporation
Pedro J. Pick
Member of the supervisory board, Patria Finance, a.s.
Emma Rothschild
Director, Centre for History and Economics, King’s College

Susanne Hoeber Rudolph
William Benton Distinguished Service Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, University of Chicago
Adele S. Simmons
Senior Research Associate, Center for International Studies, University of Chicago
Beth A. Simmons
Associate Professor of Political Science, University of California at Berkeley
C. Dixon Spangler, Jr.
President Emeritus, The University of North Carolina, Charlotte, North Carolina
Albert J. Weatherhead III
President, Weatherhead Industries
Celia Weatherhead
Vice President, Weatherhead Foundation

2001–02 Executive Committee

The Executive Committee provides overall policy guidance to the Center and is a forum for scholarly exchange among its members.

Jorge I. Domínguez
Director, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, Clarence Dillon Professor of International Affairs and Harvard College Professor
Cemil Aydin
Graduate Student Representative
Robert H. Bates
Eaton Professor of the Science of Government
William C. Clark
Harvey Brooks Professor of International Science, Public Policy, and Human Development
John H. Coatsworth
Munroe Gutman Professor of Latin American Affairs, Director, David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies
James A. Cooney
Executive Director, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, Director, McCloy German Scholars Program
Richard N. Cooper
Maurits C. Boas Professor of International Economics
Jeffry Frieden
Stanfield Professor of International Peace
Peter A. Hall
Director, Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies, Frank G. Thomson Professor of Government, and Harvard College Professor
J. Bryan Hehir
Professor of the Practice in Religion and Society, Chair, Executive Committee, Harvard Divinity School
Stanley H. Hoffmann  
Paul and Catherine Buttenwieser University Professor

Samuel P. Huntington  
Albert J. Weatherhead III University Professor, Director, Harvard Academy for International and Area Studies, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs

Alastair Iain Johnston  
Governor James Albert Noe and Linda and Christel Noe Laine Kelley Professor of China

Devesh Kapur  
Associate Professor of Government, Director, Graduate Student Program

Herbert C. Kelman  
Richard Clarke Cabot Professor of Social Ethics; Director, Program on International Conflict Analysis and Resolution, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs

William C. Kirby  
Edith and Benjamin Geisinger Professor of History, Director, Asia Center

Charles S. Maier  
Krupp Foundation Professor of European Studies

Lisa Martin  
Professor of Government

David Maybury-Lewis  
Professor of Anthropology, Director, Program on Nonviolent Sanctions and Cultural Survival, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs

Kathleen Molony  
Director, Fellows Program, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs

Joseph S. Nye, Jr.  
Don K. Price Professor of Public Policy, Dean, Kennedy School of Government

Susan J. Pharr  
Edwin O. Reischauer Professor of Japanese Politics; Director, Program on U.S.–Japan Relations, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs

Robert D. Putnam  
The Peter and Isabel Malkin Professor of Public Policy; Director, Saguaro Seminar

Dani Rodrik  
Rafiq Hariri Professor of International Political Economy at the John F. Kennedy School Government

Stephen P. Rosen  
Beton Michael Kaneb Professor of National Security and Military Affairs; Director, John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs

Theda Skocpol  
Victor S. Thomas Professor of Government and Sociology

Anne-Marie Slaughter  
J. Sinclair Armstrong Professor of International, Foreign, and Comparative Law, Co-Director, Graduate and International Legal Studies

Debora Spar  
Professor of Business Administration

Wendy E.F. Torrance  
Assistant Dean of Freshmen, Director, Undergraduate Program

Stephen M. Walt  
Belfer Professor of International Politics at the John F. Kennedy School of Government

Staff

David Atkinson  
Staff Assistant to the Executive Director

Beth Baiter  
Staff Assistant to Professor Huntington and the Harvard Academy

Steven B. Bloomfield  
Director of Public Information

Douglas Bond  
Associate Director, Program on Nonviolent Sanctions and Cultural Survival

Wanthani Briggs  
Staff Assistant

Helen Clayton  
Program Coordinator, Canada Seminar and staff assistant to Professor Cooper

James Clem  
Executive Officer, Harvard Academy for International and Area Studies

Jim Cooney  
Executive Director

Amy Demarest  
Program Coordinator, Program on U.S.–Japan Relations

Hugh Doherty  
Staff Assistant, Financial Office

Maura Dowling  
Administrative Officer

Jeana Flahive  
Program Officer, Administration

Amanda Flohr  
Staff Assistant to Professor Kelman, Program Coordinator, Program on Nonviolent Sanctions and Cultural Survival

Katie Gallagher  
Research Assistant, John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies

Nadine Gerstler-Lopes  
Staff Assistant
Donald Halstead  
Consulting Editor, Fellows Program

Donna Hicks  
Deputy Director, Program on International Conflict Analysis and Resolution

Kathleen Hoover  
Staff Assistant to the Director

Ethan Kiczek  
Manager of Information Technology

John Kuczwara  
Staff Assistant, Program on U.S.–Japan Relations

Susan Leary  
Program Coordinator, Fellows Program

Ursula Leitzmann  
Staff Assistant, Program on International Conflict Analysis and Resolution

Theodore Macdonald  
Associate Director, Program on Nonviolent Sanctions and Cultural Survival

Kenneth Marden  
User Support Specialist

Rachel McCleary  
Director, Religion, Political Economy, and Society Project

Patrick McVay  
Financial Officer

Kathleen Molony  
Director, Fellows Program

Thomas C. Murphy  
Coordinator of Housing and Affiliate Services

Amanda Pearson  
Publications Manager

Christopher Perry  
Network and Systems Administrator

Clare Putnam  
Coordinator, Student Programs, Fellowships, and South Asia Seminar

Peter Rolla  
Librarian

Aya Sato-DiLorenzo  
Staff Assistant, Program on U.S.–Japan Relations

Tanya Schreiber  
Staff Assistant, Fellows Program

Frank Schwartz  
Associate Director, Program on U.S.–Japan Relations

Charles Smith  
Assistant Financial Officer

Daniel Sullivan  
Staff Assistant, Administration

Ann Townes  
Program Coordinator, John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies

Rebecca L. Webb  
Managing Editor, International Organization